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Permaculture In A Nutshell
The first edition of Gaia’s Garden sparked the imagination of
America’s home gardeners, introducing permaculture’s central
message: Working with Nature, not against her, results in more
beautiful, abundant, and forgiving gardens. This extensively revised
and expanded second edition broadens the reach and depth of the
permaculture approach for urban and suburban growers. Many people
mistakenly think that ecological gardening—which involves growing a
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wide range
of edible and other useful plants—can take place only on a
large, multiacre scale. As Hemenway demonstrates, it’s fun and easy
to create a “backyard ecosystem” by assembling communities of
plants that can work cooperatively and perform a variety of functions,
including: Building and maintaining soil fertility and structure
Catching and conserving water in the landscape Providing habitat for
beneficial insects, birds, and animals Growing an edible “forest” that
yields seasonal fruits, nuts, and other foods This revised and updated
edition also features a new chapter on urban permaculture, designed
especially for people in cities and suburbs who have very limited
growing space. Whatever size yard or garden you have to work with,
you can apply basic permaculture principles to make it more diverse,
more natural, more productive, and more beautiful. Best of all, once
it’s established, an ecological garden will reduce or eliminate most of
the backbreaking work that’s needed to maintain the typical lawn
and garden.

Seven Rules for Sustainable Communities
It's time to think differently about cities and nature. Understanding
how to better connect our cities with the benefits nature provides will
be increasingly important as people migrate to cities and flourish in
them. All this urban growth, along with challenges of adapting to
climate change, will require a new approach to infrastructure if we're
going to be successful. Yet guidance on how to plan and implement
projects to protect or restore natural infrastructure is often hard to
come by. With Conservation for Cities, Robert McDonald offers a
comprehensive framework for maintaining and strengthening the
supporting bonds between cities and nature through innovative
infrastructure projects. After presenting a broad approach to
incorporating natural infrastructure priorities into urban planning, he
focuses each following chapter on a specific ecosystem service. He
describes a wide variety of benefits, and helps practitioners answer
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questions: What are the best ecosystem services to
enhance in a particular city or neighborhood? How might planners
best combine green and grey infrastructure to solve problems facing a
city? What are the regulatory and policy tools that can help fund and
implement projects? Finally, McDonald explains how to develop a costeffective mix of grey and green infrastructure and offers targeted advice
on quantifying the benefits. Written by one of The Nature
Conservancy's lead scientists on cities and natural infrastructure,
Conservation for Cities is a book that ecologists, planners, and
landscape architects will turn to again and again as they plan and
implement a wide variety of projects.

Permaculture Design
The "how-to" guide for a new generation of farmers from the author of
Farm City and a leading urban garden educator. In this indispensable
guide, Farm City author Novella Carpenter and Willow Rosenthal
share their experience as successful urban farmers and provide
practical blueprints-complete with rich visual material-for novice and
experienced growers looking to bring the principles of ethical food to
the city streets. The Essential Urban Farmer guides readers from day
one to market day, advising on how to find the perfect site, design a
landscape, and cultivate crops. For anyone who has ever grown herbs
on windowsills, or tomatoes on fire escapes, this is an invaluable
volume with the potential to change our menus, our health, and our
cities forever.

The Permaculture Handbook
Designing Regenerative Cultures
In a world of damaged ecological and social systems, with a fragile
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global economy
and a rapidly changing climate, business as we know it
must evolve or perish. It is no longer acceptable to create financial
profits by extracting the foundational living wealth of our lands and
waters. Enterprises need a new model with which to interpret the
world, and a new process for whole-systems design and decisionmaking. The 8 Forms of Capital is that model. By articulating the
multiple forms of capital with which we transact every day, it opens the
door for an evolutionary approach to economics and profits.
Regenerative Enterprise defines the difference between degenerative,
sustainable, and regenerative systems. It articulates the four factors of a
regenerative enterprise, and the principles for designing regenerative
enterprise ecologies. The Regenerative Enterprise Institute also offers
coaching and consulting services to enterprises and corporations that
want to take the leap to regeneration.

Designing for Hope
Describes how to create a self-sustaining backyard ecosystem without
chemical fertilizers or intrusive technology.

Regenerative and Positive Impact Architecture
This book focuses on the challenges facing governments and
communities in preparing for and responding to major crises —
especially the hard to predict yet unavoidable natural disasters ranging
from earthquakes and tsunamis to floods and bushfires, as well as
pandemics and global economic crises. Future-proofing the state and
our societies involves decision-makers developing capacities to learn
from recent ‘disaster’ experiences in order to be better placed to
anticipate and prepare for foreseeable challenges. To undertake such
futureproofing means taking long-term (and often recurring)
problems seriously, managing risks appropriately, investing in
preparedness, prevention and mitigation, reducing future vulnerability,
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resilience in communities and institutions, and cultivating
astute leadership. In the past we have often heard calls for ‘better
future-proofing’ in the aftermath of disasters, but then neglected the
imperatives of the message. Future-Proofing the State is organised
around four key themes: how can we better predict and manage the
future; how can we transform the short-term thinking shaped by our
political cycles into more effective long-term planning; how can we
build learning into our preparations for future policies and
management; and how can we successfully build trust and community
resilience to meet future challenges more adequately?

Life Under a Cloud
The Rough Guide to Shakespeare is the ultimate guide to the life and
work of the world's greatest playwright; William Shakespeare. With full
coverage of the 38 Shakespearian plays, including a synopsis, full
character list, stage history and a critical essay for each, this
comprehensive guide is both a quick reference and in-depth
background guide for theatergoers, students, film buffs and lovers of
literature alike. The Rough Guide to Shakespeare also explores
Shakespeare's sonnets and Shakespeare's less well-known narrative
poems, combined with fascinating accounts of Shakespeare's life and
theatre, exploring in colourful detail each play's original performances.
This fully updated guide includes a new 'My Shakespeare' chapter with
directors & actors including Sir Ian McKellen, Christopher Plummer
and Zo Wanamaker, as well as tips for introducing your children to
Shakespeare with recommended graphic novels, adaptations and
DVDs for all age groups. With up-to-date reviews of the best films and
audio recordings from Olivier to Luhrmann, and Kosintzev to
Kurosawa, the Rough Guide to Shakespeare is a celebration of all
classic and contemporary Shakespearian productions.

The Rough Guide to Shakespeare
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"People and Permaculture widens the definition of permaculture,
taking it right into the heart of our own lives, relationships and society,
making it relevant to everyone. It provides a clear framewoork and
guidance for both experience permaculturists and people completely
new to permaculture and indeed for anyone who wishes to live a more
creative, abundant life. Incluuding over 50 practical activities, People
and permacutlure empowers readers with tried and tested tools to
initiate positive change. It is a hands-on powerful guide to creating a
sustainable world" -- Publisher's description.

Regenerative Design for Sustainable Development
The evolution of sustainability, with a practical framework for
integration Regenerative Development and Design takes sustainability
to the next level, and provides a framework for incorporating
regenerative design principles into your current process. The Regenesis
Group is a coalition of experienced design, land-use, planning,
business, and development professionals who represent the forefront
of the movement; in this book, they explain what regenerative
development is, how and why it works, and how you can incorporate
the fundamental principles into your practice. A clear, focused
framework shows you how to merge regenerative concepts with your
existing work, backed by numerous examples that guide practical
application while illustrating regenerative design and development in
action. As the most comprehensive and systemic approach to
regenerative development, this book is a must-have resource for
architects, planners, and designers seeking the next step in
sustainability. Regenerative design and development positions humans
as co-creative and mutually-evolving participants in an
ecosystem—not just a built environment. This book describes how to
bring that focus to your design from the earliest stages. Understand the
fundamentals of regenerative design and development Learn how
regenerative development contributes to sustainability Integrate
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regenerative
development concepts into practice Examine sample
designs that embody the regenerative concept To create a design with
true sustainability, considerations must extend far beyond siting,
materials, and efficiency. Designers must look at the place, it's
inhabitants, and the purpose—the whole living ecosystem—and
proceed with their work from that more humbling perspective. The
finished product should itself be an ecosystem and sustainable
economy, which is the root of the regenerative development approach.
Sustainability has evolved, and the designer's responsibility has
increased in kind. Regenerative Development and Design provides an
authoritative resource for those ready to take the next step forward.

People & Permaculture
A forward looking book on sustainable design that describes problems
and then, by providing a different way to conceptualise design and
development, leads on to examples of regenerative solutions. Its aim is
to move the discussion away from doing less, but still detracting from
our ecological capital, to positively contributing and adding to this
capital. This book offers a hopeful response to the often frightening
changes and challenges we face; arguing that we can actively create a
positive and abundant future through mindful, contributive
engagement that is rooted in a living systems based worldview.
Concepts and practices such as Regenerative Development, Biophilic
Design, Biomimicry, Permaculture and Positive Development are
explored through interviews and case studies from the built
environment to try and answer questions such as: ‘How can projects
focus on creating a positive ecological footprint and contribute to
community?’; How can we as practitioners restore and enrich the
relationships in our projects?; and ‘How does design focus hope and
create a positive legacy?’

Gaia's Garden
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This trailblazing book outlines an interdisciplinary "process model" for
urban design that has been developed and tested over time. Its goal is
not to explain how to design a specific city precinct or public space,
but to describe useful steps to approach the transformation of urban
spaces. Urban Ecological Design illustrates the different stages in which
the process is organized, using theories, techniques, images, and case
studies. In essence, it presents a "how-to" method to transform the
urban landscape that is thoroughly informed by theory and practice.
The authors note that urban design is viewed as an interface between
different disciplines. They describe the field as "peacefully overrun,
invaded, and occupied" by city planners, architects, engineers, and
landscape architects (with developers and politicians frequently joining
in). They suggest that environmental concerns demand the
consideration of ecology and sustainability issues in urban design. It is,
after all, the urban designer who helps to orchestrate human
relationships with other living organisms in the built environment. The
overall objective of the book is to reinforce the role of the urban
designer as an honest broker and promoter of design processes and as
an active agent of social creativity in the production of the public
realm.

The Vegan Book of Permaculture
A step-by-step guide to creating resilient and prosperous households
introduces permaculture as a practical way to live well with less money,
convert waste into wealth, and reduce dependence on fossil fuels.

Future-Proofing the State
First published 1996 by Candlelight Trust, W.A., Australia.

Conservation for Cities
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When Eric
Toensmeier and Jonathan Bates moved into a duplex in a
run-down part of Holyoke, Massachusetts, the tenth-of-an-acre lot
was barren ground and bad soil, peppered with broken pieces of
concrete, asphalt, and brick. The two friends got to work designing
what would become not just another urban farm, but a "permaculture
paradise" replete with perennial broccoli, paw paws, bananas, and
moringa—all told, more than two hundred low-maintenance edible
plants in an innovative food forest on a small city lot. The
garden—intended to function like a natural ecosystem with the plants
themselves providing most of the garden's needs for fertility, pest
control, and weed suppression—also features an edible water garden, a
year-round unheated greenhouse, tropical crops, urban poultry, and
even silkworms. In telling the story of Paradise Lot, Toensmeier
explains the principles and practices of permaculture, the choice of
exotic and unusual food plants, the techniques of design and
cultivation, and, of course, the adventures, mistakes, and do-overs in
the process. Packed full of detailed, useful information about designing
a highly productive permaculture garden, Paradise Lot is also a funny
and charming story of two single guys, both plant nerds, with a wild
plan: to realize the garden of their dreams and meet women to share it
with. Amazingly, on both counts, they succeed.

Urban Ecological Design
A comprehensive overview of edible landscapes—completewith more
than 300 full-color photos and illustrations Designing Urban
Agriculture is about the intersection ofecology, design, and
community. Showcasing projects and designersfrom around the world
who are forging new paths to the sustainablecity through urban
agriculture landscapes, it creates a dialogue onthe ways to invite food
back into the city and pave a path tohealthier communities and
environments. This full-color guide begins with a foundation of
ecologicalprinciples and the idea that the food shed is part of a
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city'surban
systems network. It outlines a design process based
onsystems thinking and developed for a lifecycle orregenerative-based
approach. It also presents strategies, tools,and guidelines that enable
informed decisions on planning,designing, budgeting, constructing,
maintaining, marketing, andincreasing the sustainability of this reinvented cityscape. Casestudies demonstrate the environmental,
economic, and social valueof these landscapes and reveal paths to a
greener and healthierurban environment. This unique and
indispensable guide: Details how to plan, design, fund, construct, and
leverage thesustainability aspects of the edible landscape typology
Covers over a dozen typologies including community gardens,urban
farms, edible estates, green roofs and vertical walls, edibleschool yards,
seed to table, food landscapes within parks, plazas,streetscapes and
green infrastructure systems and more Explains how to design
regenerative edible landscapes thatbenefit both community and
ecology and explores the connectionsbetween food, policy, and
planning that promote viable food shedsystems for more resilient
communities Examines the integration of management, maintenance,
andoperations issues Reveals how to create a business model enterprise
thataddresses a lifecycle approach

Designing Urban Agriculture
Questions of how to green the North American economy, create a
green energy and transportation infrastructure, and halt the deadly
increase in greenhouse gas buildup dominate our daily news. Related
questions of how the design of cities can impact these challenges
dominate the thoughts of urban planners and designers across the U.S.
and Canada. With admirable clarity, Patrick Condon discusses
transportation, housing equity, job distribution, economic
development, and ecological systems issues and synthesizes his
knowledge and research into a simple-to-understand set of urban
design rules that can, if followed, help save the planet. No other book
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connects the form of our cities to their ecological, economic,
and social consequences. No other book takes on this breadth of
complex and contentious issues and distills them down to such
convincing and practical solutions. And no other book so vividly
compares and contrasts the differing experiences of U.S. and Canadian
cities. Of particular new importance is how city form affects the
production of planet-warming greenhouse gases. The author explains
this relationship in an accessible way, and goes on to show how
conforming to seven simple rules for community design could literally
do a world of good. Each chapter in the book explains one rule in
depth, adding a wealth of research to support each claim. If widely
used, Condon argues, these rules would lead to a much more livable
world for future generations—a world that is not unlike the better parts
of our own.

Regenerative Enterprise: Optimizing for Multi-capital
Abundance
The Basics of Permaculture Design
Rosemary Morrow offers evidence for permaculture's effectiveness and
describes each unit of the PDC's curriculum. The Earth User's Guide
to Teaching Permaculture is of key relevance to teachers and students
of architecture, landscape design, ecology and other disciplines like
geography, regenerative agriculture, agro-ecology and agroforestry, as
well as permaculture design. It leads the reader step by step through a
recommended course structure, providing a flexible approach which
encourages the adaptation of the materials for specific bioregional and
cultural conditions. With advice on teaching aids, topics for class
discussion, extensive reading lists and tips on teaching adults, this book
is bound to be an invaluable friend to the experienced and novice
teacher alike.
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Left of Theory?
First published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an
informa company.

Regenerative Urban Design and Ecosystem Biomimicry
How we eat is such a fundamental part of what we are; yet, in our
present time-poor culture of prepackaged fast foods, food can become
an expensive symptom of alienation and disempowerment. It doesn’t
have to be this way! The Vegan Book of Permaculture gives us the tools
and confidence to take responsibility for our lives and actions.
Creating a good meal, either for ourselves or to share, taking time to
prepare fresh, wholesome home- or locally grown ingredients with care
and respect can be a deeply liberating experience. It is also a way of
taking back some control from the advertising agencies and
multinational corporations. In this groundbreaking and original book,
Graham demonstrates how understanding universal patterns and
principles, and applying these to our own gardens and lives, can make
a very real difference to both our personal lives and the health of our
planet. This also isn’t so very different from the compassionate
concern for "animals, people, and environment" of the vegan way.
Interspersed with an abundance of delicious, healthy, and wholesome
exploitation-free recipes, Graham provides solutions-based
approaches to nurturing personal effectiveness and health, eco-friendly
living, home and garden design, veganic food growing, reforestation
strategies, forest gardening, reconnection with wild nature, and
community regeneration with plenty of practical ways to be well fed
with not an animal dead! This is vegan living at its best.

Home
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Sustainable
Revolution
Gardening can be a political act. Creativity, fulfillment, connection,
revolution—it all begins when we get our hands in the dirt. Food Not
Lawns combines practical wisdom on ecological design and
community-building with a fresh, green perspective on an age-old
subject. Activist and urban gardener Heather Flores shares her ninestep permaculture design to help farmsteaders and city dwellers alike
build fertile soil, promote biodiversity, and increase natural habitat in
their own "paradise gardens." But Food Not Lawns doesn't begin and
end in the seed bed. This joyful permaculture lifestyle manual inspires
readers to apply the principles of the paradise garden—simplicity,
resourcefulness, creativity, mindfulness, and community—to all
aspects of life. Plant "guerilla gardens" in barren intersections and
medians; organize community meals; start a street theater troupe or
host a local art swap; free your kitchen from refrigeration and enjoy
truly fresh, nourishing foods from your own plot of land; work with
children to create garden play spaces. Flores cares passionately about
the damaged state of our environment and the ills of our throwaway
society. In Food Not Lawns, she shows us how to reclaim the earth one
garden at a time.

Future Scenarios
Edible Cities
The Permaculture City
Urban gardeners. Native seed-saving collectives. Ecovillage
developments. What is the connection between these seemingly
disparate groups? The ecological design system of permaculture is the
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thread that weaves them into a powerful, potentially
revolutionary—or reevolutionary—movement. Permaculture is a
philosophy based on common ethics of sustainable cultures
throughout history that have designed settlements according to
nature's patterns and lived within its bounds. As a movement that has
been building momentum for the past 40 years, it now is taking form as
a growing network of sites developed with the intention of regenerating
local ecologies and economies. Permaculture strategies can be used by
individuals, groups, or nations to address basic human needs such as
food, water, energy, and housing. As a species, humans are being called
forth to evolve, using our collective intelligence to meet the challenges
of the future. Yet if we are to survive our collective planetary crisis, we
need to revisit history, integrating successful systems from sustainable
cultures. To boldly confront our position on the brink of the earth's
carrying capacity and make changes that incorporate the wisdom of
the past is truly revolutionary. Sustainable Revolution features the work
of a worldwide network of visionaries, including journalists, activists,
indigenous leaders and permaculturists such as David Holmgren,
Vandana Shiva, Charles Eisenstein, Starhawk, Erik Assadourian,
Victoria Tauli-Corpuz, Albert Bates, and Geoff Lawton. This
beautifully photographed collection of profiles, interviews, and essays
features 60 innovative community-based projects in diverse climates
across the planet. Edited by anthropologist Juliana Birnbaum Fox and
award-winning activist filmmaker Louis Fox, it can be read as an
informal ethnography of an international culture that is modeling
solutions on the cutting edge of social and environmental change. The
research presented in the book frames the permaculture movement as
a significant ally to marginalized groups, such as the urban poor and
native communities resisting the pressures of globalization. Sustainable
Revolution uplifts and inspires with its amazing array of dynamic
activists and thriving, vibrant communities. From the Trade Paperback
edition.
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Cities, Growing Communities
In Future Scenarios, permaculture co-originator and leading
sustainability innovator David Holmgren outlines four scenarios that
bring to life the likely cultural, political, agricultural, and economic
implications of peak oil and climate change, and the generations-long
era of “energy descent” that faces us. “Scenario planning,”
Holmgren explains, “allows us to use stories about the future as a
reference point for imagining how particular strategies and structures
might thrive, fail, or be transformed.” Future Scenarios depicts four
very different futures. Each is a permutation of mild or destructive
climate change, combined with either slow or severe energy declines.
Probable futures, explains Holmgren, range from the relatively benign
Green Tech scenario to the near catastrophic Lifeboats scenario. As
Adam Grubb, founder of the influential Energy Bulletin website, says,
“These aren’t two-dimensional nightmarish scenarios designed to
scare people into environmental action. They are compellingly fleshedout visions of quite plausible alternative futures, which delve into
energy, politics, agriculture, social, and even spiritual trends. What
they do help make clear are the best strategies for preparing for and
adapting to these possible futures.” Future Scenarios provides
brilliant and balanced consideration of the world’s options and will
prove to be one of the most important books of the year.

Food Not Lawns
In Lawns Into Meadows, landscape designer Owen Wormser makes a
case for the power and generosity of meadows. In a world where lawns
have wreaked havoc on our natural ecosystems, meadows offer a
compelling solution. They establish wildlife and pollinator habitats.
They’re low-maintenance and low-cost. They have a built-in
resilience that helps them weather climate extremes, and they can draw
down and store far more carbon dioxide than any manicured lawn.
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They’re
also beautiful, all year round. Owen describes how to plant
an organic meadow that’s right for your site, whether it’s a yard,
community garden, or tired city lot. He shares advice on preparing
your plot, coming up with the right design, and planting—all without
using synthetic chemicals. He passes along tips on building support in
neighborhoods where a tidy lawn is the standard. Owen also profiles
twenty-one starter grasses and flowers for beginning meadow-makers,
and offers guidance on how to grow each one. To illuminate the many
joys of meadow-building, Owen draws on his own stories, including
how growing up off the grid in northern Maine, with no electricity or
plumbing, prepared him for his work. The book, part how-to guide
and part memoir, is for environmentalists and climate activists,
gardeners and non-gardeners alike. Lawns Into Meadows is part of
Stone Pier Press’s Citizen Gardening series, which teaches readers
how to grow food and garden in ways that are good for the planet.

Lawns into Meadows
Beloved comedian and talk show host Ellen DeGeneres opens up for
the first time about her love of home design and style. Ellen DeGeneres
has bought and renovated nearly a dozen homes over the last twentyfive years; has a design show, Ellen's Design Challenge, on HGTV; and
has launched a lifestyle collection of fashion and interior goods, ED by
Ellen e-shop. In HOME, she will, for the first time, share her passion
for home design and style and invite the reader inside her homes.
DeGeneres believes, 'You don't have to have money to have good
taste,' and in this book she offers design ideas and advice she has
learned from decorating each of her homes. DeGeneres, who describes
her real-estate and renovating adventures as 'an education,' has long
cared deeply about design. 'I think I wanted to be an interior designer
when I was thirteen,' DeGeneres said. Full of beautiful photographs of
seven of her own homes, as well as places she visits for inspiration, this
book is a treasure trove of beautiful rooms and hundreds of ideas and
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together the home you've always wanted.
Earth User's Guide to Teaching Permaculture
Permaculture is more than just the latest buzzword; it offers positive
solutions for many of the environmental and social challenges
confronting us. And nowhere are those remedies more needed and
desired than in our cities.The Permaculture City provides practical
guidance and plenty of examples for creating abundant food, energy
security, close-knit communities, local and meaningful livelihoods,
and sustainable policies in our cities and towns. Permaculturists have
learned that the same nature-based approach that works so beautifully
for growing food—connecting the pieces of the landscape together in
harmonious ways—applies perfectly to many of our other needs. This
book shows, in the stories of the innovators who are doing it as well as
in how-to instructions, how permaculture design can help
towndwellers solve the challenges of meeting our needs for food, water,
shelter, energy, community, and livelihood in sustainable, resilient
ways.

The Essential Urban Farmer
Although there are thousands of community gardens all across North
America, only a few cities, such as Seattle, include them in their urban
planning process. This book reports on the making of Seattles
community gardens and the multiple roles they play in the citys life. It
touches on such issues as planning and design strategies; stewardship;
community, professional, and government participation; and
programs built around the gardens, especially those aimed at lowincome and minority communities, immigrants, and seniors. It will
appeal to a broad audience of professionals, educators, community
organizers, citizens, and policy makers interested in improving the
quality of life in their own communities.
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Lot
This book is a guide to energy efficiency and environmental impact
assessment in high-performance buildings projects. It compares four
state-of-the-art buildings to examine the steps needed for a transition
from negative impact reduction architecture to positive impact
regenerative architecture, utilizing life cycle analysis. The book
provides a solid grounding in the areas of energy-efficient building and
building materials life-cycle assessment, discussing carbon efficiency
within a wider context that includes its technical, socio-cultural and
environmental dimensions and covers the key areas for green buildings
performance (operational and embodied energy). The analysis and
comparison of four case studies of state-of-art modern building
projects in Europe and North America serve as inspiring examples for
architects and building professionals in the fields of high performance
buildings, ecological materials and carbon efficiency.

Change Here Now
Landscape Architecture Regenerative Design for Sustainable
Development Winner, 1994 MeritAward for Communications,
American Society of LandscapeArchitects "Regenerative Design for
Sustainable Development is nothing lessthan a user's manual for planet
Earth that integrates theprinciples of ecological design with practical
realities betterthan anything I've read. John Lyle has written the best
book nowavailable on the theory and practice of sustainability . .
.essential reading for natural resource professionals,
architects,planners, educators, environmentalists, and the general
public."--David W. Orr, Professor and Chair Environmental Studies
Program,Oberlin College. "John Lyle has written a splendid book,
Regenerative Design forSustainable Development. It is perfectly
topical; it is committedto the unity of art and science, design and
planning, man andnature. It is itself exemplary, and it is a repository of
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exemplaryadaptations.
newthreshold of ecological planning and design. It should be
widelyread and employed." --Ian L. McHarg, FASLA. "In these times
of widespread urban stress and regional disruption,the cogent thoughts
of John Tillman Lyle on sustainable cities areon target and highly
constructive. They are must reading forplanning professionals and all
concerned citizens." --John OrmsbeeSimonds, FASLA. "More
designers need to broaden their horizons in the way John Lylehas put
forth in this book. In general, there are far too few landplanners,
landscape architects, or architects who have any workingprocedure
that approximates what sustainable design entails. Thisbook provides
important historical background and contemporaryexperience to help
guide the way."--Pliny Fisk III, Center forMaximum Potential Building
Systems. From the despoliation of our rivers and lakes by industrial
runoffto the destruction of our atmosphere by sulphur emissions and
CFCs,production cycles based on a one-way flow of materials and
energyhave pushed us to the brink of environmental collapse. It is
timefor a change, and in this groundbreaking book, John Tillman
Lyleoffers us a blueprint for implementing that change. This book
provides civil engineers, architects, land developmentplanners, and
others with practical, realistic approaches toreversing this deadly
course. Throughout, the emphasis is on provenregenerative practices
for water use, land use, energy use, andbuilding design. Most
importantly, it provides ways to reestablishconnections between
people and nature, between art and science, andbetween technology
and daily life.

Permaculture
This is a ‘Whole Earth Catalog’ for the 21st century: an impressive
and wide-ranging analysis of what’s wrong with our societies,
organizations, ideologies, worldviews and cultures – and how to put
them right. The book covers the finance system, agriculture, design,
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economy, sustainability, organizations and society at large.
Prophets of Doom
It is clear that the climate is changing and ecosystems are becoming
severely degraded. Humans must mitigate the causes of, and adapt to,
climate change and the loss of biodiversity, as the impacts of these
changes become more apparent and demand urgent responses. These
pressures, combined with rapid global urbanisation and population
growth mean that new ways of designing, retrofitting and living in cities
are critically needed. Incorporating an understanding of how the living
world works and what ecosystems do into architectural and urban
design is a step towards the creation and evolution of cities that are
radically more sustainable and potentially regenerative. Can cities
produce their own food, energy, and water? Can they be designed to
regulate climate, provide habitat, cycle nutrients, and purify water, air
and soil? This book examines and defines the field of biomimicry for
sustainable built environment design and goes on to translate
ecological knowledge into practical methodologies for architectural
and urban design that can proactively respond to climate change and
biodiversity loss. These methods are tested and exemplified through a
series of case studies of existing cities in a variety of climates.
Regenerative Urban Design and Ecosystem Biomimicry will be of great
interest to students, professionals and researchers of architecture,
urban design, ecology, and environmental studies, as well as those
interested in the interdisciplinary study of sustainability, ecology and
urbanism.

The Permaculture Promise
To find more information on Rowman & Littlefield titles, please visit us
at www.rowmanlittlefield.com.
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Development and Design
Steam Trapping and Air Venting
Presents an account of the impact of the atomic bomb on American
political and cultural life. This title delineates how fears of nuclear
disaster have become a part of our culture. Tracing the debate over
military and civilian uses of atomic power, it reveals the irony, anxiety,
and official insanity of the atomic age.

An Introduction to Quantitative Business Analysis
Permaculture is a sustainability buzzword, but many people wonder
what it actually means and why it is relevant. Originally coined by
combining the words permanent and agriculture, permaculture has
evolved into an optimistic approach connecting all the systems of
human life: gardening, housing, transportation, energy, and how we
structure our communities. The Permaculture Promise explains in
simple terms why permaculture may be the key to unlocking a livable
future on our planet. Author Jono Neiger asserts that humans can
thrive while simultaneously making Earth healthier and not destroying
it. The book shows 22 ways that permaculture can create a better future
for all living things. Profiles of people and communities — including
an urban dweller who tore up her driveway to create a vegetable garden
and a California housing development that dedicates a third of its land
to parks, orchards, and gardens — will inspire you to incorporate
permaculture principles into your life today.

Gaia's Garden
Drawing from ecology, sociology, community economics, social
justice, and indigenous practices the world over, Adam Brock presents
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for building resilient and empowered communities.
This book provides strategies for organizers, activists, nonprofit
directors, social entrepreneurs, or anyone looking for meaning in a
chaotic world.
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